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Spring is finally here and with it, we bring a number of program activities to keep your agenda full.
In June and July, we bring back in-person events and host two meet-ups in Toronto (June 23rd)
and Montreal (July 6th). We look forward to bringing the community together again and meeting
our member firms in person. We also have several webinars on plan - first up, on May 26th, three
of our member firms will discuss how they are using advanced technology to improve KYC
processes. RegTech firms play a critical role in helping organizations to augment compliance
programs by applying innovation into the compliance workflow. This session will be a great
opportunity to hear first hand how three of our RegTech firms (Four Eyes Financial, Mako Fintech,
and Facetec) are helping organizations to scale KYC programs, improve customer experience and
advance compliance processes and effectiveness.

Finally, we are pleased to publish our second thought leadership paper this year: Canada's
Position in the Global ESG Movement. In this paper we delve into another one of our 2022
program themes and examine the ESG movement from a Canadian perspective. Like many of our
program activities, we brought in the voices of our member community to share their insights and
predictions for the future. A special thanks to Eleanor Morrison, one of our strategic advisors, who
co-authored and championed this initiative.
Donna Bales
Founder of CRTA
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In the wake of Earth Day, and last month’s exciting announcement that one of the two global International
Sustainability Standards Board (ISSB) offices (established to improve the quality and comparability of
international corporate ESG reporting on ESG factors) was awarded to Montreal, we're thrilled to share
our latest thought leadership paper: Canada's Position in the Global ESG Movement. In this paper,

our experts share their insights and perspectives on the current Canadian ESG landscape and the
evolution of ESG disclosure and offer opportunities for your organization to be a part of the solution.
ESG standards and regulatory developments in Canada, the US, and Europe, are discussed alongside
efforts toward developing a common standard in the complex ESG ecosystem. The paper examines what
is missing from ESG in Canada, and discusses the three main challenges of implementing ESG
programs:
Leadership must set the tone, vision, and scope and it must be successfully communicated and
permeate throughout the organization
Data challenges of quality, availability, usability, comparability, and workflow integration must be
overcome
Compliance and risk management practices must evolve and adjust with the implementation of
these significant change programs.
Our experts explore the question of what the future holds for ESG and discuss what Canada needs to
focus on next. Technology providers and RegTechs are part of that solution, as corporates and investors
both require solutions to collect, track, and report on the vast amount of data.
This paper follows our November 2021 session, Raising the Bar for ESG disclosure, available to
view here, where our panelists discuss the importance of data in investment decision-making and how the
lack of consistent, comprehensive, and reliable reporting standards inhibits this decision-making.
A special thank you to our contributors who donated their time, energy, and expertise to this
paper: Barbara Amsden, Principal, PQbd; Matthew Ayearst, Director, Consulting Expert, Sustainability
(ESG), Global Wealth and Capital Markets, CGI; Donna Bales, Founder, The Canadian Regulatory
Technology Association; Laurie Clark, Chief Executive Officer, Onyen Corporation; Martijn Groot, Vice
President, Marketing and Strategy, Alveo Technology; Chantal Guay, Chief Executive Officer, Office of the
Standards Council of Canada; Marissa Hill, Knowledge Management and Translation
Associate, Indigenous Innovation Initiative; Ally Karmali, Partner, ESG Practice, KPMG; Stephen Lund,
Chief Executive Officer, Toronto Global; Eleanor Morrison, Technology Executive TD Securities ; and Katie
Walmsley, President, Portfolio Management Association of Canada.
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The CRTA has Sponsorship Opportunities.
If your firm is interested in sponsoring an event, we would love to hear from you!
Get In Touch
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ONYEN was founded by long time CRTA supporter Laurie M. Clark CDI.D, who is also the founder of a
second CRTA member firm Cancheck Corp. ONYEN offers resource companies an innovative software
solution to: efficiently complete their Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) reporting obligations;
heighten their ESG profile; and be included in institutional funding channels and alternative sources of
capital.
ONYEN’s automated ESG reporting solution overcomes the challenge of reporting on diverse

ESG, delivered to different parties with different interests; and is the reporting software that ensures you
can report easily, with one simple input to multiple "Standards criteria". ALL STANDARDS - ALL IN ONE
PLACE.
Laurie contributed to the newly published CRTA white paper Canada's Position in the Global ESG
Movement. In addition, ONYEN will be participating in the 2022 Prospectors and Developers
Association Canada (PDAC) convention (June).
Learn more about ONYEN and Laurie on the CRTA website here.
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Customers’ sentiment towards digital is accelerating as well as their interest in digital currencies has
created additional workload and complexity for compliance teams. On May 26th, join our
distinguished panel for al discussion of some of the drivers’ impacting organizations and how technology
is being used to scale KYC programs, improve customer experience, and advance compliance processes
and effectiveness.
Register here

-

STAY TUNED - UPCOMING PODCASTS
Founders Series - Manny Cohen, Armadillo

Founders Series - Featuring Invest
Northern Ireland with firm: RegTick

CURRENT PODCASTS
See all current podcasts at RegTech Round Up
Also available at your favorite podcast providers
including Spotify and Apple podcasts.
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Member firms leadership in the spotlight:
Scotiabank executives Stella Yeung SVP & Global Head of Engineering, Global Banking &
Markets, and Data & Analytics and Jennifer Frook, VP Enterprise Crisis and Business
Continuity Management, have been named to the Report on Business Best Executives
Awards 2022 in Technology and Operations
See what other members have been up to recently:
Broadridge selected to participate in the OSC Innovation Lab with collaboration from fellow
CRTA member Skymantle
PortfolioAid recognized by Fintech Global as a global Top 100 WealthTech leader
Eventus partners with cryptocurrency exchange FTX to prevent digital assets market
manipulation
Katipult launches new operating system DealFlow for private placements
PwC Arrata (Japan) launches compliance advisory service using RegTech from CUBE
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Members' thought leadership articles / podcasts:
Banking Labs CEO Ravi Gedela Ph.D. has published an article in Forbes Technology on
the opportunities and challenges of managing data on the cloud
AI Partnerships has launched a YOUTUBE channel ! Watch Episode 1 - Interview with
Cloud Brigade CEO Chris Miller and Episode 2 - Interview with Matt Gierc of 3AG Systems
FairlyAI CEO David van Bruwaene has published an article "Responsible AI : Meeting
Customer's Expectations for Fairness"
CUBE discusses the impact of the IMF’s call for fintech regulations
IBM has released a new paper "Risk and Resiliency Management by Design"
Eventus Director, Regulatory Affairs Mike Castiglione discusses how cryptocurrency is
changing money laundering
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May 24 Compliance.ai
Risk Management in the Age of AI
In this webinar hosted by Compliance.ai
CEO Kayvan Alikhani is joined
by Fairly.AI CEO David Van Bruwaene and other
industry experts in a discussion on global AI
regulations, operational risk in AI models, and
best practices in risk and compliance

management.
Register here.

May 17 Fintech Cadence
Fintech Drinks - Banking on ESG
Join CRTA partner Fintech Cadence on May 17
and hear from Marie-Josée Privyk, Chief ESG
Innovation Officer at Novisto, and Katerina
Kindyni, Senior Manager, EY Financial Services
Risk Management
Register here.

June 13 Invest Northern Ireland
Going International - Advice for RegTech
Firms
Join the Canadian RegTech Association,
partner Invest Northern Ireland, Export
Development Canada and Quadra Consulting to
learn more about doing business in the UK & EU,
the support available to Canadian Regtech
companies, and the growing importance of ISO
Certifications for Regtech companies.
For more information contact: Michael Barton at
Invest Ireland: michael.barton@investni.com
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June 8 RegPac
RegTech 3.0 Public & Private Collaboration
CRTA Founder and Board Chair Donna Bales will
be speaking at this unique global event to
discuss everything RegTech and how it will be a
pivotal part of the future of the financial sector,
broader economy, and our society as a whole.
The first 3 people to register and use the CRTA

exclusive 50% discount code "DBAles50" .
Visit regpac.com, or send a message
to info@regpac.com for more info and tickets.”
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CRTA is proud to have such innovative firms in the community. If you are a CRTA member and
would like to share am event in the news, a new technology or thought leadership in the RegTech
Exclusive, contact us here!

NEW ANNOUNCEMENTS IMPACTING THE CANADIAN REGTECH ECOSYSTEM

The CSA publishes its 2022 Annual Report on its key oversight activities of Self-Regulatory
Organizations (SROs)and Investor Protection Funds.
The OSC publishes its priorities for 2023 to 2025. The 2022 to 2024 plan can be accessed here.
OSFI publishes its first Annual Risk Outlook, a summary of the financial system risks it views as
most pressing. See the infographic below, and read the full reporting on the OSFI website.

Consumer Protection
.CSA updates its FAQ on Client Focus Reforms
.CMHC publishes report on housing inequalities
BIS releases white paper on data governance
design to protect consumers

ESG
The European Financial Reporting Advisory
Group (EFRAG) releases proposed sustainability
reporting standards
FSB launches consultation on supervision of
climate-related risks

CRYPTO ASSETS
The US Consumer Protection Agency may
examine non bank fintechs posing risks to
consumers
France grants Binance regulatory approval
SEC doubles size of crypto and cyber
enforcement units

MARKETS

AI
Bank of England paper: "Is AI a wake-up call for
financial services in the UK"

CSA publishes proposal to enhance total cost
reporting of funds
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If you were forwarded this newsletter, and wish to directly receive The RegTech Exclusive
monthly, SUBSCRIBE here. Cancel anytime.

Have questions or suggestions on The RegTech Exclusive ? Click here to contact us

"Actively lead proactive, progressive dialogue amongst industry,
innovators, and policy makers...."
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